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Adenosine-to-inosine RNA editing and human
disease
William Slotkin* and Kazuko Nishikura
Abstract
A-to-I RNA editing is a post-transcriptional modification that converts adenosines to inosines in both coding and
noncoding RNA transcripts. It is catalyzed by ADAR (adenosine deaminase acting on RNA) enzymes, which exist
throughout the body but are most prevalent in the central nervous system. Inosines exhibit properties that are most
similar to those of guanosines. As a result, ADAR-mediated editing can post-transcriptionally alter codons, introduce
or remove splice sites, or affect the base pairing of the RNA molecule with itself or with other RNAs. A-to-I editing
is a mechanism that regulates and diversifies the transcriptome, but the full biological significance of ADARs is not
understood. ADARs are highly conserved across vertebrates and are essential for normal development in mammals.
Aberrant ADAR activity has been associated with a wide range of human diseases, including cancer, neurological
disorders, metabolic diseases, viral infections and autoimmune disorders. ADARs have been shown to contribute to
disease pathologies by editing of glutamate receptors, editing of serotonin receptors, mutations in ADAR genes,
and by other mechanisms, including recently identified regulatory roles in microRNA processing. Advances in research into many of these diseases may depend on an improved understanding of the biological functions of
ADARs. Here, we review recent studies investigating connections between ADAR-mediated RNA editing and human
diseases.

A-to-I editing is widespread and highly conserved
Eukaryotic RNA transcripts can undergo a range of
post-transcriptional modifications, which increase the
diversity of the transcriptome without requiring increases in genome size. These include alternative splicing and RNA editing. RNA editing refers to posttranscriptional processes that alter the nucleotide sequence of an RNA transcript by insertion, deletion or
nucleotide conversion. In mammals, the most prevalent
form of RNA editing involves the conversion of adenosine to inosine (A-to-I) by hydrolytic deamination at the
C6 position of adenine (Figure 1a) [1]. A-to-I editing,
which is catalyzed by enzymes of the adenosine deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) family, is most prevalent in
the central nervous system (CNS) but occurs in many
tissues [1-3]. Once an adenosine nucleotide is converted
to an inosine, it acts in a manner similar to a guanosine
nucleotide, with a number of potential consequences [4].
When this conversion occurs in the coding region of
mRNA, it results in an altered nucleotide codon and,
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therefore, can change the amino acid sequence of the
coded protein in what is referred to as a re-coding
editing event. A-to-I editing can also result in the
creation or elimination of splice sites, potentially altering
the portions of the RNA that remain in the final
product. Additionally, the A-to-I conversion alters base
pairing, because inosine pairs preferentially with cytidine, and this potentially affects the secondary structure
of the RNA. In the case of RNA molecules that bind target RNA segments, such as microRNAs (miRNAs), the
altered base pairing can change binding specificities.
Thus, A-to-I editing in both translated and untranslated
regions of RNA can be biologically significant. The consequences of an A-to-I editing event range from the trivial to the critically important, and the cellular functions
of the majority of editing events are still unknown [5].
Although RNA editing has long been considered a relatively rare processing event, more recent research suggests that the vast majority of pre-mRNAs are edited [6].
Three primary members of the ADAR family have
been identified in humans: ADAR1, ADAR2 and ADAR3
(Figure 1b) [1]. These proteins are highly conserved
across vertebrates [7]. ADAR1 is expressed in both the
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Figure 1 Adenosine deamination and the ADAR enzyme family. (a) ADAR enzymes catalyze the A-to-I hydrolytic deamination reaction, by
which an adenosine loses an amine group and is converted to inosine. (b) There are four main proteins of the ADAR enzyme family: two isoforms
of ADAR1 (p110 and p150), ADAR2 and ADAR3. All of these enzymes contain a conserved deaminase domain, shown in blue. The doublestranded (ds)RNA-binding domains, shown in purple, determine substrate specificity. The two ADAR1 isoforms differ in their Z-DNA-binding domains, shown in green. ADAR3 contains an arginine-rich domain, shown in pink, which binds single-stranded RNA.

constitutive p110 isoform and the interferon-inducible
p150 isoform [8]. ADAR1 and ADAR2 are present in
many tissues, whereas ADAR3 is specifically expressed
in brain tissues and is believed to be catalytically inactive
[1,9]. ADARs contain a conserved deaminase domain
that mediates A-to-I editing, as well as variable doublestranded RNA-binding domains that are required for
substrate specificity and binding [1].Homodimerization
of ADARs is required for editing activities, as observed
in vitro and confirmed with in vivo studies [10]. A single
mutated ADAR subunit affects dimer function in a dominant negative manner, suggesting a degree of cooperativity between ADAR subunits [11]. ADARs can edit
both coding and noncoding double-stranded RNA and
can act in a site-specific or nonspecific manner [1].
Changes in ADAR activity, caused by mutations or
changes in expression, have been associated with a wide
range of human diseases, including cancer, neurological
disorders, metabolic diseases, viral infections and autoimmune disorders (Table 1). Currently, many of these
diseases have limited treatment options as ADAR-specific therapies have not yet been developed.
Here, we review recent studies investigating connections between A-to-I editing and human diseases, with
the aim of highlighting the importance of improving

upon our current understanding of RNA editing and
ADAR enzymes.

A-to-I editing of the AMPA receptor
Mammalian α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors are ionotropic glutamate receptors prevalent in the CNS [12]. Following
activation by the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate,
AMPA receptors allow the influx of Na+ and Ca2+ ions
into the postsynaptic density [12]. AMPA receptors are
tetrameric, composed of combinations of the subunits
GluA1, GluA2, GluA3 and GluA4 (also referred to as
either GluR1 to GluR4 or GluR-A to GluR-D) [13].
The mRNA that encodes the GluA2 subunit is edited
by ADAR2, an event that results in the replacement of
a glutamine (Q) residue with an arginine (R) residue
(Figure 2a) [12,14]. The larger and positively charged
arginine residue significantly reduces the Ca2+ permeability of the receptor (Figure 2b) [13]. This editing
event is evolutionarily conserved and has been observed in mammals, amphibians and certain fish [15].
In human brain tissue, nearly all GluA2 mRNA is edited at this Q/R site, and therefore, AMPA receptors
containing a GluA2 subunit are Ca2+-impermeable
[16]. AMPA receptors that lack the GluA2 subunit or
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Table 1 Key studies: A-to-I RNA editing and human disease
Disease

Finding

Model

Reference
(s)

Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS)

Downregulation of ADAR2 expression and GluA2 editing in ALS

Human patients

[20,21]

Conditional ADAR2 knockout produces ALS-like symptoms that are rescued by edited GluA2

In vivo, mice

[23]

In vivo, mice

[24]

Unedited GluA2 causes mislocation of TDP-43 also observed in sporadic ALS

In vitro, mouse
cells
In vitro, human
cells
Astrocytoma

Correlation between ADAR2 activity and malignancy

Pediatric
astrocytoma
tissue

Constant expression of ADAR2 but upregulation of ADAR1

In vitro, human
cells

Overexpression of ADAR2 results in decreased proliferation and mobility

[28]

Influx of Ca2+ results in an activation of the Akt pathway, which is rescued by edited GluA2

In vitro, human
cells

[29]

ADAR2 edits CDC14B mRNA, promoting its translation. This leads to degradation of Skp2,
which upregulates p21 and p27. This prevents S-phase transition and tumor growth

Mouse xenograft

[30]

Aicardi-Goutières
syndrome (AGS)

Novel Adar1 mutations associated with AGS

Human patients

[53]

Hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC)

ADAR1 activity correlated with tumor aggressiveness ADAR1 edits AZIN1, which increases its
inhibition of antizyme

Human tumor
specimens

[62]

Mouse xenograft
This upregulates ODC and CCND1, increasing proliferation and mobility

In vitro, human
cells
Computational
model

Measles virus

Biased hypermutation in matrix gene

Human patients

[71]

Hypermutation promotes viral infection

In vivo, mouse

[73]

In vitro, mouse
cells
ADAR1 promotes viral infection
Metastatic melanoma Cancer amplifies genes encoding microRNAs that target ADAR1
This interferes with the regulation of >100 microRNAs and promotes tumorigenicity

that contain only unedited versions of GluA2 are,
however, Ca2+-permeable [12]. Decreased ADAR2mediated editing of GluA2 mRNA at the Q/R site has
been proposed as a component of excitotoxic cell
death, which is often attributed to increases in Ca2+
influxes [17].
Mice that have a homozygous null mutation in the
ADAR2 gene exhibit epileptic seizures and premature
death [17,18]. Most importantly, the epileptic phenotype
was not observed in mice lacking ADAR2 but expressing
edited GluA2 subunits, implying that the lack of
ADAR2-mediated GluA2 RNA editing caused the abnormal phenotype [17].

In vitro, human
cells

[74]

Mouse xenograft

[60]

In vitro, human
cells

Changes in the editing of the AMPA receptor subunit
RNA have been associated with a number of human diseases, primarily neurological disorders.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive deterioration of motor neurons [19]. Familial ALS has been
widely studied, and a number of causal genes have been
identified, although upwards of 90% of ALS patients
have sporadic symptoms [19]. The pathogenesis of this
sporadic disease is largely unknown [19].
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Figure 2 ADAR-mediated editing of the GluA2 subunit of the mammalian AMPA receptor. (a) The unedited GluA2 subunit contains a
glutamine residue (Q) at the Q/R site (left). ADAR2 can mediate editing of the Q/R site, resulting in a GluA2 subunit that has a positively charged
arginine residue (right). (b) When the tetrameric AMPA receptor contains only the unedited form of the GluA2 subunit (light green), the receptor
facilitates the flow of calcium ions (left). Incorporation of an edited GluA2 subunit (light green) sharply reduces the calcium permeability of the
receptor because of the presence of the large, positive arginine residue (right).

One of the proposed mechanisms of neuronal death in
patients with sporadic ALS is AMPA-mediated excitotoxicity. While GluA2 mRNA levels remain essentially
unchanged, GluA2 Q/R site-editing is markedly decreased in the motor neurons of patients who have sporadic ALS compared to that in control subjects [20,21].
The hypoediting of the Q/R site in ALS patients has
been attributed to downregulation of ADAR2, which
was observed in the motor neurons presenting with
under-edited GluA2 mRNA [22].
To further investigate the role of ADAR2 and AMPA
receptors in motor neuron death, the Cre/loxP system
was used to conditionally target the ADAR2 gene in the
motor neurons of mice [23]. These mice developed
ALS-like progressive loss of motor neuron function [23].
Additionally, ADAR2 null mice carrying alleles engineered to express edited GluA2 subunits exhibited normal phenotypes [23]. This finding confirms that the

motor neuron death observed in ADAR2 null mice is
primarily caused by the loss of editing of GluA2.
The human research suggests a connection between
the motor neuron death of sporadic ALS and ADAR2mediated editing of GluA2. The mice studies established
a clear connection between ADAR2-mediated editing of
GluA2 and motor neuron death. Taken together, AMPAmediated excitotoxicity related to ADAR2 regulation is
one of the most promising hypotheses for the etiology of
sporadic ALS. This hypothesis was strengthened by recent research demonstrating that prevention of ADAR2editing of GluA2 in mouse motor neurons results in the
mislocation of transaction response DNA-binding protein 43, an abnormality often observed in sporadic ALS
patients [24]. The cause of downregulation of ADAR2 in
ALS patients is still unknown, and it remains to be seen
if upregulation of ADAR2 is sufficient to slow or reverse
the effects of the disease.
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Astrocytoma

Astrocytoma is a brain cancer of the astrocytes, which
are star-shaped glial cells [25]. Glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) is a grade IV astrocytoma, the most severe grade
of malignancy, and is a particularly invasive tumor that
is usually fatal within 18 months [26].
Analysis of GBM tissue samples revealed that the
GluA2 Q/R site was significantly under-edited compared
to that of control samples [27]. In a study focusing on
RNA editing in pediatric astrocytomas, a comparison between control tissues and tumor tissues from astrocytomas (grade I to grade IV) found that decreased ADAR2
activity correlated with increased malignancy, although
ADAR2 expression levels were unchanged [28]. The
same study showed that ADAR1 expression was upregulated as malignancy increased, and that the inactivation
of ADAR2 can be explained by the formation of inactive
ADAR1-ADAR2 heterodimers resulting from overexpression of ADAR1 [28]. Furthermore, the overexpression of ADAR2 in various human astrocytoma cell lines
(U118, A172 and U87) was able to reduce cellular proliferation and migration significantly [28].
Hypoediting of the GluA2 subunit causes an increased
influx of Ca2+. In GBM, the Ca2+ influx mediated by AMPA
receptors has been shown to activate Akt by phosphorylation, thereby promoting proliferation and mobility [29].
The upregulation of the Akt pathway is reversed when the
edited GluA2 is expressed [29]. This research provides a
preliminary mechanism by which decreased ADAR2 activity corresponds to the level of astrocytoma malignancy.
A recent study aimed to better characterize the effect
of ADAR2-mediated editing on astrocytoma proliferation and mobility [30]. The initial finding was that increased expression of catalytically active ADAR2 inhibits
tumor growth in mice when compared to increased expression of inactive ADAR2 or controls [30]. The study
identified the phosphatase CDC14B as an important
substrate for ADAR2. CDC14B pre-mRNA is edited by
ADAR2 at several non-coding sites, and this editing (by
an unknown mechanism) appears to promote expression
of CDC14B [30]. The upregulation of CDC14B promoted the degradation of the substrate Skp2, which in
turn upregulated proteins p21 and p27 [30]. Increased
levels of p21 and p27 act to prevent the cell cycle transition to the S phase [30]. The effect of ADAR2 on the
CDC14B-Skt2-p21-p27 pathway provides an alternative
explanation for both the tumor-suppressor abilities of
ADAR2 and the correlation between ADAR2 inactivity
and the level of astrocytoma malignancy.
In summary, ADAR2 editing activity exhibits tumorsuppressor capabilities and has been widely observed to be
decreased in astrocytoma tumor tissue. The precise mechanism by which ADAR2 influences tumor growth has not
been determined, and it is likely that there are multiple
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editing events that are responsible for the observed effect.
ADAR2 should be considered as a target for future research
aimed at identifying novel approaches for treating GBM.
Transient forebrain ischemia

Transient forebrain ischemia is characterized by reduced
blood flow following an interruption of circulation, such
as cardiac arrest. CA1 pyramidal neurons are damaged
following ischemia due to increased Ca2+ influx [31].
This increased influx has been attributed to increased
Ca2+ permeability of AMPA receptors caused by decreased ADAR2-mediated GluA2 editing [31]. The
hypoedited GluA2 is a consequence of a reduction in
ADAR2 expression [32]. The Ca2+ influx results in CA1
pyramidal neuron death induced by the phosphorylation
of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors by Cdk5
[31]. Following induced ischemia, transfection with edited GluA2 is sufficient to prevent Cdk5 activation and
cell death in CA1 pyramidal neurons in rats [31]. Similarly, overexpression of ADAR2 protects CA1 pyramidal
neurons from ischemic injury [32]. Finally, a knockdown
of ADAR2 was found to induce ischemic degeneration of
CA1 pyramidal neurons, an effect that was rescued by
the introduction of a fully edited GluA2 gene [32].
This research provides a convincing explanation for the
neuronal damage observed following transient forebrain ischemia. AMPA and NMDA receptors have long been associated with ischemic injury. Understanding the role of
ADAR2-mediated RNA editing in the neuronal damage
pathway may prove essential in developing a specific therapy that minimizes side effects in uninjured neurons.

A-to-I editing of serotonin receptors
Serotonin receptors are a family of receptors that are considered to be major contributors to many psychological and
behavioral processes, as well as to mental illnesses [33]. The
hydroxytryptamine subtype 2C receptor (5-HT2CR) is a Gprotein-coupled serotonin receptor abundant in the CNS
that has been associated with dopamine modulation as well
as with appetite, energy consumption and anxiety [34,35].
This receptor is activated by serotonin and subsequently increases phospholipase C activity [35]. The human 5-HT2CR
has high sequence homology with its mouse counterpart
and is the only serotonin receptor known to undergo A-toI editing [35]. The 5-HT2CR pre-mRNA is edited by
ADARs at five conserved sites, named sites A to E (Figure 3)
[36]. Sites A and B are edited preferentially by ADAR1,
whereas the editing of site D is mediated specifically by
ADAR2 [37]. Sites C and E are edited efficiently by both
ADAR1 and ADAR2 [36]. Editing of the five sites can result
in amino acid exchanges in three positions, 156, 158 and
160. Theoretically, 24 protein isoforms are possible as the
result of varying degrees of ADAR-mediated editing.
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Figure 3 ADAR-mediated editing sites of the mammalian 5-HT2CR, serotonin receptor. In the 5-HT2CR pre-mRNA, exon 5 (black text) is
bound to the untranslated intron 5 (gray text) and contains ADAR-mediated editing sites A to E (colored in red, blue or purple). Sites A and B
(red) are edited selectively by ADAR1 and can produce four codons that encode three distinct amino acids (red box). Site D (blue) is edited preferentially by ADAR2 and can produce two codons that encode two distinct amino acids (blue box). Sites C and E (purple) can be edited by either
ADAR1 or ADAR2 and can produce four codons that encode four distinct amino acids (purple box). Editing of these sites can cause various amino
acid substitutions, detailed in boxes below the RNA segment. Editing of these sites affects G-protein coupling and serotonin sensitivity. Modified
from [36] with permission (RNA Biology).

In vivo studies on mice have detected 12 distinct isoforms, with eight variants observed at significant levels
[38]. Editing of 5-HT2CR significantly reduces serotonin
potency and G-protein coupling, demonstrating a level
of regulation of receptor sensitivity [39-41]. One study
analyzed mice expressing either only the fully unedited
form of 5-HT2CR (Ile-Asn-Ile) or only the fully edited
form (Val-Gly-Val) [42]. Mice expressing the unedited
serotonin receptors developed normally, but mice expressing the edited version presented with several abnormalities, including growth retardation and hyperphagia.
Additionally, these mice exhibited significantly decreased
fat mass and increased energy expenditure, corresponding to hyperactivation of the sympathetic nervous system
[42]. These results suggest a regulatory role for 5-HT2CR
RNA editing in certain metabolic pathways.
Recent research has investigated associations between
patterns of 5-HT2CR RNA editing and various human
diseases.

C-site of 5-HT2CR RNA and acts to decrease C-site editing [3]. Thus, PWS is often marked by increased editing
of 5-HT2CR. Mice expressing fully edited 5-HT2CR isoforms present with PWS-like symptoms, including hyperphagia and hypotonia [44].
This research demonstrated that ADAR-mediated editing
of 5-HT2CR contributes to the PWS phenotype, but it is
worth noting that the transgenic mice did not exhibit
the complete spectrum of PWS-associated symptoms, specifically morbid obesity. In mice, increased levels of 5HT2CR RNA editing have been associated with increased
energy expenditure and decreased body mass [42]. One explanation for this disparity is that changes in the editing of
5-HT2CR is just one of multiple contributors to PWS onset
[45]. Additionally, no PWS mouse model has achieved a
disease phenotype identical to that seen in human PWS patients, which suggests that there are species-specific differences that prevent mice from exhibiting the full human
PWS phenotype [44].

Prader-Willi syndrome

Psychiatric disorders

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is a condition thought to
be caused by a deletion or mutation of the paternal
chromosome 15q11-q13, and is often characterized by
life-threatening obesity and a range of developmental abnormalities [43]. PWS is associated with decreased levels
or the complete absence of several small nucleolar RNAs
located within the PWS locus [43]. Among these is
MBII-52, which has a sequence that complements the

Despite significantly increased research attention, the pathologies of many psychiatric disorders remain difficult to
study and are poorly understood. Editing patterns of 5HT2CR have been associated with a number of psychiatric
disorders, including anxiety, depression, bipolar disorder
and schizophrenia [3]. It is often difficult to diagnose and
gauge the severity of many of these conditions reliably. This
obstacle, combined with the reliance of research on human
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postmortem brain studies that are plagued by small samples and confounding variables, has resulted in inconclusive
evidence regarding the relationship between RNA editing
and psychiatric disorders [46].
One study found no differences in 5-HT2CR editing
when comparing schizophrenic, depressed and control
subjects, but there was a significant correlation between
suicidal behavior (independent of psychiatric diagnosis)
and hyperediting of 5-HT2CR at the A site [47]. A similar study found no significant differences in the 5HT2CR editing patterns of individuals diagnosed with
depression, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or substance
abuse [48]. This study also found an association between
individuals who committed suicide and increased
ADAR-mediated editing of 5-HT2CR, reporting hyperediting of sites A, B, C and D [48]. Another study looked
at suicide victims who had a history of major depression
and found increased editing of the C and E sites,
whereas the D site was found to show decreased editing
[49]. An interesting finding from this study is that mice
treated with the antidepressant drug fluoxetine, marketed as Prozac™, exhibited editing patterns exactly opposite to those exhibited in the suicide victims [49].
There is significant discrepancy among different studies
aiming to analyze patterns of ADAR-mediated editing of 5HT2CR and, as mentioned previously, there are numerous
obstacles that may obscure otherwise clearer results.
Nevertheless, there appears to be a trend of increased editing of 5-HT2CR, which is associated with decreased sensitivity of the receptor, in the case of suicide victims. Suicide
is often a complication of a psychiatric disorder, and thus
the research suggests that 5-HT2CR editing and 5-HT2CR
sensitivity play a role in the pathology of psychiatric disorders [50].

Mutations in ADAR1
Owing to the large number of ADAR substrates and the
high conservation of ADARs, mutations in ADAR genes
would be expected to cause various abnormal phenotypes. Proper function of ADAR1, the most prevalent
ADAR enzyme, is essential for proper development in
mammals. In mice, a homozygous null mutation of the
ADAR1 gene results in widespread apoptosis and embryo death [51]. In humans, the ADAR1 gene is located
on chromosome 1q21 and at least two diseases associated with mutations in ADAR1 have been identified.
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portion of the ADAR1 gene have been identified in individuals with DSH (Figure 4) [53-55]. DSH exhibits autosomal dominant inheritance, which is probably
explained by a dominant-negative effect of mutant
ADAR1 [36]. The dominant-negative effect hypothesis
predicts that a mutant ADAR1 can impair wild-type
ADAR1 activity by forming a dysfunctional dimer complex. The pathology of DSH is not well understood and
relevant ADAR1-editing targets have yet to be identified.
Aicardi-Goutières syndrome

Aicardi-Goutières syndrome (AGS) is a rare hereditary
neurological disorder characterized by inflammation of the
brain and skin. A number of causative genes have been previously identified, such as RNASEH2A, RNASEH2B, RNASEH2C, SAMHD1 and TREX1 [56-58]. By sequencing
ADAR1 in patients diagnosed with AGS but lacking any
known AGS-linked mutations, nine mutations of ADAR1
were identified as potential causes of AGS, with eight of the
mutations previously unidentified (Figure 4) [53]. AGS is
considered an autoimmune disease and has been associated
with elevated levels of an interferon immune response initiated by interferon-stimulatory nucleic acid of an unknown
source [53]. As ADAR1 has been shown to suppress type I
interferon signaling, ADAR1 mutations have been proposed
as a cause of AGS and a possible source of interferonstimulatory nucleic acid [53].
ADAR1 is associated with at least one other interferonrelated autoimmune disease. As reviewed by Gallo and
Locatelli [45], over-expression of ADAR1, as well as increased ADAR1 activity, is observed in individuals suffering
from systemic lupus erythematosus. ADAR1 is considered
essential for mitigating the effects of over-activation of the
interferon response [59]. Future research is needed to determine whether ADAR1 plays a similar mitigating role in
other autoimmune disorders.

Other diseases associated with A-to-I editing
There are many additional diseases that have been studied in connection with ADARs. In this section, we focus
on a few of those that are currently being studied that
fall outside the mechanisms previously discussed. Specifically, we discuss examples of A-to-I editing in cancer,
metabolic diseases and viral infections. Last, we focus on
recently established connections between ADARs and
microRNAs.

Dyschromatosis symmetrica hereditaria

Hepatocellular carcinoma

Dyschromatosis symmetrica hereditaria (DSH) is a rare
genetic pigmentation disorder characterized by hyperpigmented and hypopigmented macules on the extremities [52]. The cause of DSH has been identified as
mutations in the ADAR1 gene [52]. Over the course of
the past decade, at least 131 mutations in the coding

ADAR enzymes have recently emerged as a target in
cancer research. Many cancers are thought to arise as
the compounding effect of several minor mutations and
abnormalities. Aberrant regulation of ADAR-mediated
editing of coding and noncoding RNA has been associated with many types of cancer. In addition to those
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3002G>T
1521del
2077C>T
3286C>T
2997G>T
77G>A
577C>G
2565_2568del
982C>T
1493_1494del
1991del
3273del
2969_2970del
15+2T>G
536insC
2564dup
941_942del
1491dup
1990_1991delinsC

Z-DNA binding

dsRNA binding

Deaminase

Figure 4 Mutations in the ADAR1 gene that are associated with human disease. The ADAR1 protein contains several distinct domains
(labeled and colored in green, purple, or blue). A number of nucleotide mutations of the ADAR1 gene have been associated with human
diseases. There are 130 mutations associated with dyschromatosis symmetrica hereditaria (blue), eight mutations associated with AicardiGoutières syndrome (red), and 1 mutation associated with both conditions (black and bold). Many of these mutations occur within key domain
regions (indicated by lines from each domain to the first and the last mutation falling within that domain), with the majority of the mutations occurring in the catalytic deaminase domain. dsRNA, double-stranded RNA.

discussed in this review, breast cancer, bladder cancer,
prostate cancer, neuroblastoma, Kaposi’s sarcoma, acute
leukemia, metastatic melanoma and chronic myeloid
leukemia have all been studied in connection with A-toI RNA editing [25,60,61]. The role of ADARs in carcinogenesis was recently reviewed by Galeano et al. [25].
Human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the
most common causes of cancer-related deaths, and HCC
pathogenesis is not well defined. Chen et al. [62] recently
made significant progress toward identifying a molecular
pathway for HCC pathogenesis. Transcriptome sequencing
found that pre-mRNA transcripts of the AZIN1 gene
underwent increased levels of A-to-I editing in HCC tissue
samples. AZIN1 encodes antizyme inhibitor 1, a specific inhibitor of the growth-regulating protein antizyme. Antizyme induces the degradation of ODC and CCND1, two
proteins that promote cell growth. For this reason, antizyme is a tumor-suppressing protein, whereas AZIN1 has
the potential to promote tumorigenesis [62].
The level of editing of AZIN1 in HCC tissue samples was
roughly correlated with severity of prognosis. ADAR1 was

found to be upregulated in HCC tissue and to mediate
AZIN1 editing specifically. HCC cells were transduced to
express different ratios of edited to unedited AZIN1, and
cells expressing higher percentages of edited AZIN1 exhibited higher rates of proliferation and colony formation [62].
ADAR1-mediated editing of AZIN1 results in an amino
acid substitution of a glycine residue for a serine residue at
position 367. Computational analysis of protein conformations predicted that the amino acid conversion occurred
within a ‘switch’ region capable of inducing conformational
change. Furthermore, edited AZIN1 was observed to have
significantly higher rates of nuclear localization than the
unedited form, which is primarily localized in the cytoplasm. In addition to altered localization, edited AZIN1 exhibited a higher binding affinity for antizyme than the
unedited form and, consequently, was a more potent inhibitor of antizyme [62].
This study is important for many reasons. Most
significantly, the authors presented convincing evidence
for a molecular mechanism of HCC that undoubtedly
will be the focus of future research aimed at improving
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HCC therapy. It is important to note that this mechanism suggests that hyperediting can promote tumor
growth, and therefore contrasts with the conventional
paradigm of problematic hypoediting that has been
identified in a number of cancer phenotypes [63]. Additionally, it illustrates the complexity of many RNA
editing-mediated processes. It is also indicative of how
increased research efforts and improving sequencing
technologies will greatly deepen our understanding of
RNA-editing pathways.
Diabetes mellitus

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a metabolic disease
characterized by abnormal secretion or uptake of insulin
that affects over 330 million people worldwide [64]. The
secretion of insulin by pancreatic β cells in response to
glucose levels in the blood is understood to play a pivotal role in the pathology of T2DM [64].
It has been demonstrated that ADAR2 mRNA expression and ADAR2-mediated editing in pancreatic β cells
are upregulated in response to increases in glucose concentration [65]. It has also been reported that ADAR2
mediates insulin secretion following glucose stimulation,
and that selectively knocking down ADAR2 impairs the
secretion of insulin, an effect rescued by catalytically active ADAR2 [66]. This suggests that the editing activity
of ADAR2 is required for normal secretion of insulin by
glucose-stimulated pancreatic β cells.
The molecular pathway that links ADAR2 to glucosestimulated insulin secretion in pancreatic β cells remains
unknown. It has been observed that, in addition to having
impaired insulin secretion, ADAR2-deficient pancreatic β
cells exhibited decreased levels of expression of Munc18-1
and synaptotagmin-7, two regulators of exocytosis [66]. Alternatively, insulin secretion in pancreatic β cells is known
to require increases in intracellular calcium concentrations
[64]. ADAR2 mediates A-to-I editing of mRNA transcripts
of both glutamate-dependent and voltage-dependent
calcium channels. Additional research is required to determine if ADAR2-mediated changes in calcium concentrations play a role in insulin secretion.
Persistent measles virus infection

ADAR1 p150 is induced by interferon activation, which
often occurs in response to a pathogen. For this reason,
ADAR1 would be expected to exhibit antiviral activity.
Indeed, ADAR1 has been implicated as an antiviral factor in a few diseases, such as those caused by the hepatitis C virus, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus and
polyomavirus [67]. Nevertheless, for many viral pathogens, including the influenza virus, measles virus, human
immunodeficiency virus-1 and many others, ADAR1 has
been shown to enhance viral replication and proliferation [67]. ADARs affect viral replication by either direct
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editing of viral RNA or inhibiting RNA-activated protein
kinase (PKR) [68]. These two mechanisms can operate
either independently or in concert. The effect of ADARediting on viral replication has been recently reviewed
by Gélinas et al. [68] and by Samuel [69].
Measles virus is a highly contagious paramyxovirus that
causes a respiratory system infection in humans [70]. In
rare cases, the viral infection can develop into a persistent
infection of the CNS, presenting as fatal subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE) [70]. Analysis of the viral genome isolated from patients diagnosed with SSPE revealed
that the measles matrix gene, encoding a key protein for
viral assembly, had undergone biased hypermutation [71].
Nearly half of the adenosines of this gene were mutated to
guanosine, which is indicative of high levels of A-to-I editing [71,72]. This study found that the hypermutation of the
matrix gene prevented its translation [71], and the authors
concluded that the lack of a matrix gene prolonged the
viral infection of the CNS and interfered with immune system recognition [71]. Another study compared wild-type
measles virus and the hypermutated measles virus of SSPE
in mice and in primary neuron cultures [73]. The authors
of this work concluded that the ADAR-mediated mutations actively contributed to the pathogenesis of the CNS
disease [73].
HeLa cells have been studied to analyze the impact of
ADAR1 on the antiviral response following measles virus
infection [74]. Compared to wild-type HeLa cells,
ADAR1-knockdown HeLa cells infected with strains of
measles virus exhibited a decreased rate of viral growth
[74]. Additionally, the knockdown cells had significantly
higher rates of apoptosis following viral infection [74].
The increased apoptosis was correlated with increased
activation of PKR and interferon regulatory transcription
factor-3, proapoptotic proteins associated with innate
antiviral responses [74]. This study demonstrated that
ADAR1, despite being stimulated by interferon activation, contributes to prolonged measles virus infections
through proviral, antiapoptotic activity.
ADARs and microRNAs

miRNAs are approximately 22-nucleotide RNA sequences
that regulate gene expression as part of the RNA interference (RNAi) process. miRNAs can bind to a complementary sequence of an untranslated region of target mRNA,
and block translation or promote degradation. Over the
past two decades, research has shown that miRNAs affect a
wide range of mRNA transcripts and has implicated miRNAs in a number of human diseases [60,75-77]. More recently, it was demonstrated that miRNAs can undergo
A-to-I editing [78,79]. Editing of a miRNA transcript has a
number of potential outcomes. An extensively edited
miRNA sequence can be targeted for degradation by ribonucleases that are specific for inosine-containing RNA [80].
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The most likely result of A-to-I conversions is interference
with miRNA processing, preventing the formation of mature miRNAs and blocking their activity [79]. Also, editing
of a miRNA can affect base-pairing interactions and can redirect the miRNA, ultimately changing the target mRNA
sequence [5].
At least one example of miRNA redirection by ADARmediated editing has been identified [81]. Mice and
humans share a similar miR-376 cluster of miRNA genes
that is processed into three and six miRNAs in mice and
humans, respectively, and all these miRNAs have high
sequence homology [81]. ADAR2 is able to edit miR376a, a miRNA from the mouse miR-376 cluster, at a
site located in the 5’-proximal ‘seed’ region, a region critical for miRNA hybridization [81]. The unedited and
edited forms of miR-376a exist in different proportions,
varying in a tissue-specific manner [81]. Analysis of potential target genes for unedited miR-376a and edited
miR-376a identified 78 and 82 matches, respectively,
with only two overlapping targets [81]. A switch-offunction was demonstrated in vivo, through which the
editing of miR-376a was able to regulate uric acid synthesis [81]. A number of human diseases are associated
with aberrant regulation of uric acid levels, and this recently discovered ADAR2 activity may contribute to
such conditions [5,81]. It is important to note that the
uric acid regulation was just an effect of one of the target genes of the edited miR-376a. It is anticipated that
many such examples of RNA editing-mediated redirection of miRNAs have yet to be identified.
A recent study investigated the role of ADAR1 in RNAi
pathways [82]. ADAR1 was found to have direct proteinprotein interactions with Dicer, an endoribonuclease critical
for miRNA processing [82]. Additionally, the presence of
ADAR1 was able to significantly increase the rate of
miRNA processing [82]. The study also found that miRNA
expression was globally inhibited in ADAR1-knockout
mouse embryos [82]. The resulting changes in the expression of genes that are targeted by miRNAs may contribute
to the lethality of the ADAR1 null phenotype [82].
A study by Nemlich et al. [60] demonstrated both the
importance and the complexity of the relation between
ADARs and RNAi. The study found that ADAR1 expression is often reduced in metastatic melanomas and that
knocking down ADAR1 in vivo enhanced tumorigenicity
[60]. By using microarray analysis, the authors were able to
identify many miRNAs controlled by ADAR1 that regulate
genes that are related to the observed phenotypes [60].
They also demonstrated that ADAR1 regulates miRNA
processing by controlling Dicer expression using let-7 miRNAs and by binding to DGCR8, which prevents the formation of a DGCR8-Drosha complex [60]. The Nemlich et al.
study concluded that the observed tumor-suppressing effect of ADAR1 in metastatic melanomas results from this
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editing-independent miRNA processing regulation [60].
They further demonstrated that two ADAR1-targeting
miRNAs, miR-17 and miR-432, are overexpressed in melanoma and serve as a mechanism through which ADAR1
is silenced in cancer cells [60]. These findings can likely be
applied to other types of cancer in order to demonstrate
the significance of the recently established connection between ADAR1 and miRNA processing.
Taken together, these findings show that ADARs are
key enzymes in the RNAi pathway, and highlight the extent of the regulatory roles of ADARs.

Conclusions and future directions
It has been established that changes in A-to-I editing are
involved in a range of human diseases. We have discussed disease pathologies associated with altered editing of specific ADAR-substrates, changes in ADAR
expression, and mutations of ADAR genes. Many of
these ADAR-disease connections have been made recently, and the causes of the changes in ADAR expression or ADAR activity are generally not well understood.
Even where the pathological pathway appears to be identified clearly, such as in the study on ADAR1 and HCC,
it is expected that countless other ADAR-related pathways play lesser but still important roles [62]. In
addition, there are several diseases for which interesting
correlations with aberrant ADAR editing have been
demonstrated but no proposed mechanism exists. One
such example is a recent study that observed that patients who had been diagnosed with autism were more
likely to exhibit abnormally high or low A-to-I editing of
the analyzed synaptic genes [83].
ADAR editing of coding RNA regions can be studied
in a relatively straightforward manner. As a result, much
of the research associating ADARs with human diseases
involves editing events in coding regions. Nevertheless,
the majority of A-to-I editing events occur in noncoding
regions, which are far more difficult to study in vivo.
ADARs have been shown to edit miRNAs and are expected to contribute to the regulation of various cellular
processes by influencing RNAi pathways. Editing events
that affect repetitive RNA sequences or other noncoding
regions generally serve an unknown function, and it remains to be seen if they play a role in the pathology of
human diseases. Research investigating A-to-I editing of
noncoding RNAs has benefited and will continue to
benefit from improving high-throughput sequencing
technologies. It will be interesting to see if this research
yields insight into the regulatory capabilities of ADARs
that might explain why ADARs are highly conserved
and essential for life in mammals.
ADARs edit such a large number of RNA substrates
that ADAR activity seems likely to be involved, directly
or indirectly, in many cellular processes. The implications
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of this are two-fold. First, much more research is needed
to provide a better understanding of the pathways mediated by ADAR editing, some of which play crucial roles in
the pathology of human diseases. Second, potential therapies that specifically target ADAR enzymes may not be
feasible because of unintended side effects, as the functions of the vast majority of such editing events have not
been determined. Conversely, viable therapies are more
likely to target specific ADAR substrates. A novel study recently demonstrated the potential of specific RNAinteracting proteins to act as substrate-specific inhibitors
of ADAR enzymes [84]. This highlights the importance of
improving our understanding of the molecular pathways
involved in ADAR-related human diseases. Continued research efforts and advances in sequencing technology are
necessary for such improvement, and ultimately for the
development of viable therapeutic strategies.
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